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When you want to read a book in English, it can be difficult to know where to start. You have millions of books to choose from! Which books should I try? Why don't you start with the same books that native English speakers read? You may think that best-selling (popular books) are too difficult for an English learner to read. But in fact, popular books are perfect for learning English
because they are often written in simple English. To become really popular, books have to appeal to a lot of people. This means that they must be interesting and easy to understand. The advantage of reading the best sellers is that you read the same books that the actual English-speaking people read. You can learn a lot of vocabulary from them, and most importantly, you can
learn more about the native speaking culture. You can also discuss current books and popular authors with other readers (even native speakers), as many people read bestsellers. All this means that bestsellers can teach you a lot, and that you can definitely read them! Before you select a book, you should choose a genre. What's the genre? A genre is a book category or a certain
type of writing. There are many genres, and you probably already know some of them. Examples of the genre include horror, mystery, science fiction, fantasy... You get it! What kind of books do you want to read? Decide on a genre before deciding on a book. Otherwise, you may end up trying to read a book you're not that interested in. You may love historical fiction, but you don't
like sci-fi (it's science fiction for short!). Or you may hate romance, but you love a good adventure story. Learn which books you like, and you'll get more pleasure from the books you're studying! If you like this idea, you can try it with videos as well. FluentU teaches you English through real videos like movie profilers and TV clips, and it's easy to find the ones you like. They are
organized by level (beginner through advanced) and subject matter (arts and entertainment, business, science and technology and more). Thriller and Excitement Thriller is the kind of book that makes your heart pound quickly. A lot of thrillers are page turners. They make you want to keep reading and translating pages to find out what happens next. Thrillers are much like thrillers,
and can be even more exciting or scary. You don't want to read books like that alone at night. The two are often considered almost the same genre because they are so similar. You'll like them if you're interested in crime dramas, murder mysteries or just good fast-paced novels. Thrillers and thrillers use a lot of action words and there's a lot of realistic dialogue in general. So if
you're looking for a fun way to learn exciting new words and phrases, these books are the perfect place So. 1. Jodi Picoult's Leaving Time What this book is all about: A 13-year-old girl is looking for her mother, who disappeared after a terrible accident. He's going to get help. Help. Psychic and detective. Together, they find that sometimes asking questions gets them answers they
didn't want to know... English in this book: This book can be a little difficult because it's not a typical thriller. It focuses more on how people think than on what they do. More advanced readers will enjoy this. 2. James Patterson's 1st to Die What this book is all about: Four women join together to catch a killer who murders people in horrible ways. This is the first in the series, so if
you like this, you can keep reading about this women's team. English in this book: Patterson's writing is pretty easy to understand, with lots of great action words to learn. 3. Three by Ted Dekker What this book is all about: Imagine driving your car when the phone rings. The person on the line says you have three minutes to confess your sins to the world, or your car will explode.
What do you do for a living? In this book, the killer goes after Kevin Parson for something he's not sure about. Follow an exciting ride. English in this book: Writing this book is as easy as Patterson's, but the story can be a little harder to follow. 4. Stephen King's Mr. Mercedes What this book is all about: This book is the first in a trilogy or a series of three books. In it, a retired police
officer tries to stop a man from killing thousands of people. Will he be able to stop a terrible event in time? English in this book: Stephen King is one of the most famous writers in today's horror (scary story) genre. His language is a little more advanced, and his characters are very realistic, which makes this a good book for seeing people's speeches. If you are an advanced learner
and want to communicate in English more naturally and efficiently, one resource we recommend is Creativa. Creativa offers high-quality, well-produced videos for learning English and business communication skills. Creativa offers entertaining videos, useful but unexpected tips, and it only goes in addition to English to teach body language and intonation. Creativa is a new product
of the FluentU team. Here's a sample video from Creativa's Mastering Business Video Calls in English course with tips for self-effective expression: 5. Angela Marsons' Silent Cry What This Book Is All About: Someone Kills Children. Detective Kim Stone will soon learn that they've been killing for much longer than anyone realized. Can Stone stop the murderer before they strike
again? English in this book: This book is a little more advanced in its writing style, but it should still be readable to high-mid-level learners. Marsons is a British writer, so part of the language and dialogue is characteristic of Britain (such as inviting people guv). This is a wonderful book for learning Britishness – the ways of speaking that characterise britain. explore relationships, find
Mr Right (perfect (perfect or a husband to someone) or characters who deal with love or sex. Some romance novels have sexual content and themes. Others, often called chick lit, have a lighter shade, and have more inter-human interactions. Romance novels are usually written for women, but anyone can enjoy a well-written story about relationships. Some of the language in
romance books can be steamy or sexual in nature. But romance novels are also fantastic at describing what people look, feel or behave like. Many books show ways women can talk to men, for example, or ways men can talk to women. You might even get ideas on how to flirt in English. 6. Until the end of Danielle Steel's Time, what is this book all about: Will love last forever?
Couples in this story believe that. This is a story of love that even death can't destroy. English in this book: Writing this book is a bit of rhetoric (it uses a lot of words), but the language is simple enough for an intermediate learner to follow. 7. One for the Money, by Janet Evanovich What this book is all about: Stephanie Plum needs money, and she needs it quickly. So he turns to
chasing people who should be in prison, starting with the man he has a past with. English in this book: Fast-paced and easy to follow, this is a great book for intermediate readers. The book is written from the protagonist's point of view and uses a very conversational tone. It's written like Stephanie Plum would talk. Perfect for learning how native English speakers speak! 8. Sophie
Kinsella's I've Got Your Number What this book is all about: A woman preparing for her wedding loses her cell phone. Don't worry, I'll be fine! He decided to use a cell phone he found in his hotel dumpster. What if the man whose phone belongs doesn't think it's a good idea? English in this book: This is another great book to learn how people talk because it's written from a first-
person perspective. In other words, it's written as if the protagonist was talking or thinking. It's a funny number that's not too hard to follow. 9. Fifty Shades of Grey, by E.L. James What this book is all about: When Ana Steele goes to an interview, she's fascinated by the handsome and intelligent Christian Grey. They start a very physical relationship that's all about control. Full of
unusual (less common) sexual material, this book is only for mature (adult) audiences! English in this book: The language of this book uses plenty of colorful words to describe even the smallest moments. It is a great place to learn many new words, especially adjectives (words that describe). 10. Sincerely by Whitney Gracia Williams, Carter What is this book all about: What
happens when you fall in love with your best friend? Watch as the relationship slowly changes from close romance. English in this book: This is a fun, simple book that uses realistic conversations and moments. It's been told to the man. Man. make it different from many other romance novels. Fantasy Sometimes a good fantasy book allows you to explore magical lands.
Sometimes it brings other verbal (not from this world) creatures into our own ordinary world. Whichever fantasy you want, this genre will take you out of the real world. Fantasy books often have interesting descriptions and characters, which makes them good at learning synonyms (words that mean the same thing as others) and common words to describe a person. Since fantasy
doesn't have to obey the laws of reality, anything can happen in these books! 11. Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone by J.K. Rowling What this book is all about: Young Harry Potter living a sad life in a small closet under a staircase. One day he gets an invitation to The Blunt, a school where children learn magic. His life will change forever. English in this book: Harry Potter is
written for young adults, so the writing is very simple but still full of life. It's also a British book, so if you learn British English, you'll find some writings specific to the UK here. In fact, the strength of the Harry Potter series is that it is available in several formats. As our host explained on FluentU's YouTube channel, you can read Harry Potter as a book, listen to an audiobook and
watch movies with subtitles in English and your native language. This makes it easier for you to understand, and you can increase your English skills while enjoying the world of Harry Potter! In addition, Harry Potter is available in many languages worldwide. In fact, it is very likely that you already know the plot and that you may have already read or watched Harry Potter. This
makes it easier to understand, and you can focus on growing vocabulary and mastering English grammar. Watch more Harry Potter learning hackers in the video, and don't forget to subscribe to the FluentU YouTube channel for more insightful language learning videos. 12. Girl with All Gifts by M. R. Carey What this book is all about: A young girl has special gifts, but they don't
make her happy. Instead, he has been studied and treated like a test animal (which may turn on his protectors at any time...). English in this book: This book is different because it is written in the current time format - it all happens now. Since it's also told from a young girl's point of view, writing is very simple, so you can focus on a weird story. 13. Neil Gaiman's Ocean lane away
What this book is all about: One day, a boy discovers that a family living in a lane is a bit... Weird. This doesn't stop him from befriending the little girl in the family and embarking on a strange and magical journey. The English in this book: Gaiman is a master storyteller. This book goes from simple to difficult, making it more suitable for an advanced reader. Science fiction Often
abbreviated to sci-fi, is a kind of fantasy that has to make technology, science or outer space. Often books are based on real science, but it's not really about the real things that happened. One of the most famous examples in science fiction is Star Wars. So if you're a fan of movies, you might like these sci-fi books. Science fiction books can teach more than just simple English –
they can teach terms of science and technology. While the way science and technology are used in books is not real, many of the words and terms are real. You can learn words from outer space, words you'd hear in a science lab, and more. 14. Martian by Andy Weir What this book is all about: An astronaut becomes the first man to walk the planet Mars, but then things go
horribly wrong. Presumably (thought) dead and completely isolated from the rest of the universe, an astronaut must use his skills and intelligence to find a way back home. English in this book: This book is full of space words and terms! There is very little dialogue because the protagonist is alone on Mars, but you can learn a lot of words about Mars, astronauts and other space
subjects. 15. Atlantis Gene by A.G. Riddle What this book is all about: Scientists reveal a secret that has existed since the beginning of mankind. Now there are up to two people to keep this secret from an organization that does nothing to get it (even killing almost all of humanity). The English in this book: Atlantis Gene is like a sci-fi thriller. It has a lot of action words, some science
words. This combination makes reading difficult and is excellent for more advanced learners. 16. Ender's Game, by Orson Scott Card What this book is all about: The universe is at war and children are taken into the army at a young age. One exceptionally smart little boy must grow up in this world full of struggle - fulfilling Earth's hopes of defeating alien enemies, whether he likes
it or not. English in this book: Although Ender's Game is about a young boy, the language can be a little loud at times. This book is about leadership and being accepted by society, but it is also a book about government and the military. There's plenty of vocabulary for all those subjects. Mystery mystery novels are also called who-dun-self because they make you find out who
committed the crime. Many mysteries are thrillers too - but often mystery books are slower and focused... a mysterious part of things. It's fun to read a mystery novel and try to guess who the criminal is before the book detective does it. Since many of the characters in these books lie if the author is good, you can learn to recognize that someone is acting suspiciously (guilty) about
their body language and way of speaking. 17. Evil Under the Sun, by Agatha Christie What this book is all about: Agatha Christie's books are older than many other books on this list, they are the best of the best classic mystery books. Here, brilliant Belgian detective Hercule Poirot investigates the death of a woman during a holiday. Looks like the problems are just going to follow
Poirot wherever he goes! English in this book: Since this is an older book, some of the language is old and difficult to read. The way people talk in the book may no longer be how people talk in real life. If you're interested in beautiful, lesser-known words like picturesque (beautiful, like a picture) or protrusion (something that's left over from something else), you can find them here!
18. Rita Mae Brown's Nine Lives to Die What this book is all about: A small town in Virginia has problems with suspicious deaths and bloody fingers. Who's going to cause all this trouble? In this mystery, animals have their own opinions on the case! The English in this book: This is a cosy mystery, simply a written story about a small, sleepy city. The characters are listed at the
beginning, so you don't have to keep up with them. Simple language and realistic dialogue (even among animals!) makes this great to learn how natives talk. 19. Mary Higgins Clark's Cinderella Murder What this book is all about: This series is about a TV series about old, unresolved cases. In an episode of this book, a TV series looks at a woman who was found dead and missing
a shoe... Just like cinderella's fairy tale. English in this book: Writing this book is a little more advanced, but it's fast-paced and easy to follow. Non-fiction It's hard to recommend non-fiction books (books about things that are real or really happened) because what you like depends on your interests! There are many interesting non-fiction books, and you need to explore until you find
an interesting topic. You can learn what you want from non-fiction books. If you are interested in food, fashion or horses (or anything!), you can learn terms and words related to these topics from the book. Here are some good places to start. 20. Rigid by Mary Roach What is this book about: What happens to our bodies after death? If you have left your body to science, you can
end up anywhere from the body farm to beauty-style university. English in this book: Mary Roach writes in a very conversational, friendly way and explains everything scientific as if she were talking to a friend. Here you will find scientific and more common words about life and death. 21st David McCullough's Wright Brothers What this book is all about: Learn the story of two
brothers who built the first airplane in this best-selling biography (the story of someone's life). English in this book: This biography is more advanced, written beautifully, but using a lot of difficult language. There are words about history and growing up, and a lot of description of both things and people. This book is full of big vocabulary words! 22. Malcolm Outliers What this book is
all about: What makes you person successful? You may think it's about intelligence and personality, but Malcolm Gladwell writes about how important your environment (things and people around you) is to how successful you become. English in this book: Outliers is a great book for more advanced English learners interested in learning words and phrases about psychology and
how people work. There are even more genres that we haven't explored in this article - you can find a book anywhere! For more best-selling book ideas, visit the Amazon bestseller section or the New York Times bestseller list. Curl up with a good book and drink – and enjoy learning! And one more thing... If you like learning English through great books, I have to tell you about
FluentU. FluentU lets you learn real English in a fun way. It teaches you with cartoons, funny YouTube videos, movie trailers and more: If you want to watch it, FluentU probably has it. FluentU makes it easy to watch native English videos. It has interactive captions. Tap any word to see the image, definition, and useful examples. FluentU lets you learn immersive content with world-
famous celebrities. Tap on the word imported, and you'll see this: FluentU lets you tap to search for any word. The videos will become English lessons. FluentU's questions always allow you to see more examples in the word you learn. FluentU helps you learn quickly with useful questions and several examples. Learn more. The most interesting part? FluentU knows the vocabulary
you've learned. It recommends examples and videos based on these words. You have 100% personal experience. Start using FluentU on the website with your computer or tablet or, better still, download the FluentU app for iOS or Android. If you liked this post, something tells me that you love FluentU, which is the best way to learn English with real-life videos. Experience english
immersion online! Online!
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